► USE CASE: PERFORMANCE ENGINEERING USING MICRO FOCUS LOADRUNNER

Technology
LoadRunner is a software testing tool from Micro Focus. It is used to test application
performance by measuring system behavior and performance under load. LoadRunner can
simulate thousands of users concurrently using application software, recording and later
analyzing the performance of key components of the application. LoadRunner simulates user
activity by generating messages between application components or by simulating
interactions with the user interface such as keypresses or mouse movements. The messages
and interactions to be generated are stored in scripts. LoadRunner can generate the scripts
by recording them, such as logging HTTP requests between a client web browser and an
application's web server.

Challenge
Our customer needed, at a minimum, to confirm that upgrading to a new release of
their inventory management software would not cause performance issues. Their
hope was for us to demonstrate that the new version of inventory management
software improved performance for the end user experience. The application was only
available on the customer’s internal network which meant for remote work our consultant
needed to perform scripting and testing through a WebEx meeting until security could
approve a login for remotely connecting to the server where the LoadRunner controller was
installed.

Solution
Metsi proposed that load generators be setup across several of the customer’s
locations and ran 10 different scripts weighted proportionate to how common the
actions were in those scripts. This allowed the load tests to simulate typical traffic
based on realistic network conditions. Metsi ran a series of tests and ramped up to larger
volumes of load to see how the application performed. From these test results Metsi
identified a memory leak, recommended remediation, and verified that the new inventory
management software release would perform as good if not better in some cases.
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Summary
Metsi offers application load testing remote or on-site using either SaaS or onpremise load generators. Our team can perform tests in LoadRunner, NeoLoad, or
LoadStorm. With Metsi’s performance engineering expertise, you can load test your
applications to provide meaningful insight into their performance and scalability to
ensure an optimal end user experience.

Metsi Technologies
Metsi is a global Full Stack Engineering Systems Integrator, Cisco Integrator Partner, and
Cisco Business Learning Partner. We have business offices in the US, UK, and Germany and
distributed engineering resources throughout North America, Europe, and Africa.
Metsi specializes in complex systems automation & orchestration, built on a multicloud or
hybrid cloud fabric, and empowered by a Software Defined Data Center. Our software
engineers are experts in self-service platforms (Prime Service Catalogue, CloudCenter), realtime business performance and optimization (AppDynamics, Tetration, Turbonomic); and
automated control of network infrastructure (ACI). We integrate the entire IT stack, including
RedHat, Microsoft, VMware, Kubernetes, AWS, Azure, and Google Cloud Platform. At the top
of the stack, we offer 20+ years of Business Performance Management, including business
intelligence, software intelligence, and Cloud APM.
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